Part 1 -The VALLEY of the 64th Night = THE HUMMINGBIRD & THE
SPIRIT OF TIME - Channeled information by Sean Caulfield
Sharing the teachings of the NINTH WAVE, THE HUMMINGBIRD, THE
SPIRIT OF TIME & NEW EARTH'S fragile birth of the Divine STAR
LIGHT "Within".
The 16th June 2017 was, 4-Tijax/Flint = stability, cuts to
truth, the Raven's cawing can be heard.
In terms of the NINTH WAVE UNIVERSAL FREQUENCY of the ancient
Mayan calendar, on 19 June we reach the middle and the VALLEY
of the 64th Night of the NINTH WAVE, we are in the deepest
part of the valley, the WAVE recedes fully, the water goes
back into the ocean to reintegrate, gather itself and
transmutes in preparation for the next wave cycle, being the
65th Day that starts on the 29th of June, and on this day, 36
days before, the San on 24 May 2017 IGNITED THE ONE HEART FIRE
in Cape Town, and every 36 days you are invited to light a
ceremonial fire or a candle in alignment to the NINTH WAVE
FREQUENCY OF THE HEART and be in union with the ONE HEART FIRE
that holds the universal frequency of the open heart and
humanities LOVE & caring for EARTH and all her
relations....... Where we are tomorrow on 19 and the next day
20 June is 7-Imix/Alligator & 8-Ik/Wind respectively, being
the middle of these 18 days and it is a time of introspection
and a period of lull, it is a time to contemplate your
consequences for your life and process the shadows of your
Light. The overall 18 day wave that started on 11 June is held
by 11-Men/Eagle, supports us by giving clarity for resolve
like a flower just bloomed, and Eagle brings heightened
aspirations and takes new aim, a time to ascend higher, see
the larger view. At the same time we see in a 13 day wave held
by Eagle, and we go into the 13th 20 day Uinal, a time of the
fruits baring and the seeds being stimulated with a higher
evolved more mature memory.
The NINTH WAVE is the highest of universal frequencies, that
is slowly but surely taking over the reins of humanities
destiny, and is only now since all the Nine Wave's of Creation
reached fruition, or full maturity unto themselves, is this
pulling everything in it, into full true DIAMOND LIGHT
relation with everything in its mirror. This asks us to as
best we can live flawlessly and examine where we can change
our ways to BEING SACRED and living heart centered. The more
we resist this the more we may attract a world of chaos and
turmoil. As we let go and trust ourselves to surrender to our
truth, it may bring up the memory of emotional self inflicted
wounds and feel painful for our heart, but we are healing our

SOUL and the collective Soul. This is the only way to give
BIRTH to NEW EARTH, as we enter the GOLDEN AGE. Hold the
reaction "Within", and by this transmute and transcend. When
you get this for yourself and truly understand how to walk
this, you live in service to YOUR INNER LIGHT'S GUIDANCE, you
will become very enthusiastic and passionate, your inner child
will jump for joy and be happy....and your heart will fly like
a Hummingbird...
Through the fragile certainty of the Hummingbird we are Sowing
the Universal SEEDS of DIAMOND LIGHT TIME, surrendering to a
time that is returning the Open Heart, from which we are
learning to serve the greater interest's of the collective
humanity through the transparency and honesty that our NEW
EARTH is attempting to birth itself by. This can only happen
when enough of a critical mass of an open heart surrender's
itself to Creation's natural order of truth.
This text is of my Heart's sacred vibration.......and is
especially for those who are feeling lost as to what their
purpose of life on EARTH is, so you may find reason by a new
quest of understanding the SPIRIT OF TIME......and awaken
yourself to feel the joy of life, like a HUMMINGBIRD.
The SPIRIT OF TIME is not physically driven, in fact anything
that is driven from the physical dimension "only", disconnects
you from your heart and the Will of the Spirit of the Creator
of the multidimensional Universe that emanate's from "Within"
the fragile Divine LIGHT inside you. This fragility is held by
the Hummingbird that will close it's heart to a reaction that
it feel's is ill. The SONG'S that resonate to the first Tone's
of the Spirit of TIME are held by the Blue & Green
Hummingbird's, this is according to the teaching's of the
Aztec calendar that align to the Tzolkin Mayan calendar. In
order for NEW EARTH to birth and transmute all ill, it must
through the Hummingbird's TONE - being number's one and two in
the 13 day Trecena - reclaim it's Universal identity, that
aligns it's collective SOUL to understanding that it has a
purpose, that allow's one to understand the purpose of being a
pure heart of LOVE, emanating the LIFE-FORCE of the Light of
Creation and shining our Star's Consciousness of self aware
flawless maturity for all the Universe to SEE.... IN THE OCEAN
OF GREAT MYSTERY.
We have been honored, Creation is trusting us even thou we
mistrust her by being asleep to our DIVINE cause, however she
knows that those who are spiritually awakened and strong will
bravely help lead by the LIGHT of their Heart, so as to shine
in service for self and inadvertently for all, and our Spirit

knows that the Creator is supporting us because Creation
always supports that which walks true to self, this
consciousness comes from the understanding of the teachings of
the SPIRIT OF TIME......... The Light inside of us serves to
transmute all its immature shadow aspects that don't trust to
Sing the Song of the ONE HEART FIRE, the only request is to
keep the Heart Open, like the San of the Kalahari, who live by
an example of this, by aligning to the spirit of the land they
call I,TORO' (Kalahari), known as the "Land of Great Thirst".
The answer to the eternal quest, weather it be consciously or
unconsciously sort after, lies in the understanding of "TIME".
The answer to the understanding of TIME, if not spiritual,
brings Humanity as a UNIVERSAL SOUL to fall short of what the
Creator asks us to be. In other words we must honour the Great
Spirit inside of us to survive, but what does this mean? we
can learn what this means from the ancient teachings and the
indigenous peoples of Earth Mother's dreamtime landscape's,
the Memory of how they lived has been almost forgotten, but to
a Divine Schedule is returning, steadily growing the Soul to
be stronger and stronger, so as to claim its sovereignty, by
this we are ascending to higher and higher levels of
awareness, so as to be in tune with Mother Earth's rising
vibration of LOVE & LIGHT.
The immature MIND may not agree, but the Heart knows that the
truth is that our TIMING system that we live by collectively
on Earth is indoctrinated by a calendar and clock time that
control's us by cutting us off from SPIRIT. This is all part
of an old world view that thinks it needs to control to
survive, the old world view has been our ultimate demise that
has separated HUMANITY to a level of near self destruction,
the old world view separates us from nature, from where we are
born, this means that our umbilical chord is severed from our
MOTHER that is trying to nurture us. Yet, paradoxically, all
the adverse immature conflict's are all part of a DIVINE PLAN,
allowing things to be seen for themselves and learned by, as
EARTH'S children, how to be in right relation with Creation,
but we will continue to feel the emotional wound if we fall
short of honoring SPIRIT, and it is only by healing our spirit
that we will resolve our karmic imbalances. Their are varying
spiritual modalities that will hold one in support, everything
is a choice as to what works for you, yet the depth of this
understanding of THE SPIRIT OF TIME can be seen for yourself
in the template that the 9 Level Mayan calendar provides. A
fast track to understanding this can be through reading the
books of Dr Calleman - www.calleman.com. Especially for those
who are feeling lost as to purpose, this may open the heart,
which is a prerequisite for healing the Soul and feeling the

joy like a Hummingbird, it all returns to the HUMMINGBIRD'S
medicine that emanates from the roots of the World's Tree,
inside of us.
By understanding the CODE reflected in the Mayan calendar, as
the MEMORY OF TIME'S evolutionary growth, we may contemplate
and through humility learn the depth of what our purpose may
be. We may see that we have been chosen to be here on Earth,
so as to hold a responsibility of the highest order for
Creation, and re-member that nothing is random, everything is
reflected in a certain way for a reason, serving as a portal
to TIME, through which life transcends to higher views, by
Sowing the SEEDS of DIAMOND LIGHT TIME, which through a
Flawless Self Awareness unites HEAVEN & EARTH to be in balance
with the infinite UNIVERSE. Earth is a Portal of the infinite
Universe connecting all life multidimensionally, holding the
highest awareness of self, that can only exist in full mature
truth through the DIAMOND LIGHT TIME WAVE'S, Divinely
emanating by the NINTH WAVE of Creation. It is only the Ninth
Wave that is Flawless, because the Tzolkin that built the
EIGHT LOWER WAVES is not able to align to the Ninth Wave,
because the 260 days Tzolkin does not fit inside the top of
the 9th Level pyramid of TIME, being a Wave movement of just
234 days, holding the FLAWLESS Diamond Light codes that
continually support Creation's evolution to transcend itself
through all it's incomplete flaws and thus shape the destiny
for humanity, but only if we let go of the Eight lower wave's
of CREATION that we were for the most part born into, will
this happen, by mastering the awareness of what the
consciousness of the NINTH WAVE mean's.
In order to make sense of our life, so as for our sanity to be
balanced, and things to feel good and happy, the understanding
of who we are must not be made to seem complicated, because in
truth it is simple, by being honest we can keep things simple
and true to what makes sense when we align our Mind with our
Heart....... It is our feeding on the immaturity of time that
we exist by flawed drama, and this wants to take us off
centre. Hence we do everything to our self and through our
actions everything returns, like a boomerang, hence to blame
others separates and may cause a dis-ease.
The Mayan calendar's consciousness can only be felt and
understood fully in terms of it being looked at as a spiritual
resonance of TIME, where each day holds a specific purpose in
the Creation Story of Life, and from one day to the next we
feel a shift that is constantly changing our environment, in
turn each of the different sized MAYAN calendar WAVES of
CREATION, that energetically move our life through TIME, can

be understood as aligning to our evolution's growth of the
COSMIC TREE. In this COSMIC TREE all the specific sizes of the
WAVES OF TIME, that all NINE of are 20 X smaller than the
level below, align to each day and through this synchronicity
weave the Cosmic tapestry together, so as to Divinely create
the structure of the Universe to exist in truth to ITSELF. So
to understand the Mayan calendar, don't look at it in the
conventional way of looking at time, like the physically
driven out of sync Gregorian calendar that pins you to our
solar system's movement "only", or mechanical 12:60 clock
TIME, but look at the Mayan calendar as a Universal Count of
Days that transcends everything in the infinite Universe
through 13 tones on each of the 9 levels, emanated by 9
different sized wave's of evolution's growth, the biggest of
which arrive's full circle through an expanse of movement in
TIME, being 16.4 Billion years, which recently completed in
Oct 2011, when all Nine Wave's completed together, so as to
exist in perfect union with each other, invoking the full
maturity of DIAMOND LIGHT TIME. This growth divinely happen's
through a specific sequence of number's and align's to a
predetermined CODE OF MEMORY by which Creation has programmed
itself to surpass all it's immature limitations on the highest
level, this is what the supreme Creator is sowing through
Humanity, and by this growing a fully mature Divine conduit to
exist in truth to itself between Heaven and Earth, inside the
heart of humanity, creating a rainbow bridge that align's us
to infinite potential. By this SACRED Sowing of TIME, it can
be understood that the outdated old pattern's of the past that
keep us stuck when we resist change, are slowly but surely
being dissolved by the shifting ETHERIC FIELD'S of Divine
Light energy that CREATIVELY evolve's all life into becoming,
seen in the Mayan calendar, and through the lens of "ONE
UNIVERSAL HEART" where nothing is separate. It is only the
mind that need's to separate so as to see things for what they
are but paradoxically it is the mind that causes a self
destruct when forgetting to look "Within" to the heart's truth
that see's all as a mirror of ITSELF, treating everything how
it treat's itself.
The Etheric Fields of Universal Light, that some of us feel
and see more than other's, are what everything emanate's from,
from Spirit manifesting physical, this encompasses a
multidimensional view point, where everything in the moment is
TIMELESS, the heart itself is centered in timelessness, yet it
drives and is driven by evolution's movement that is growing
the Cosmic TREE OF LIFE to be ONE unto Itself. The moment of
the growth give's the perception of TIME, and we can align our
mind to seeing this through the Heart's Sacred Beat.
Everything is gravitationally pulled and pushed to weave into

itself as an aspect and an intention to Creation, this process
fulfill's the purpose of condensing all immaturity so as to
maturely bloom with the understanding of how to live as ONE
HEART, by expanding itself flawlessly, through Creation's
fully mature self awareness called DIAMOND LIGHT TIME.
The Mayan calendar may give you the keys to understanding the
code of Universal TIME and hence the spirit of time, that when
seen for oneself translate's to you as a Divine language,
allowing one to work with this language to understand what our
evolutionary growth is Divinely driven by, and that our
journey has a direction we are being gravitationally pulled
towards.... And to take it further if we can understand the
code of the 9 Level Mayan calendar, and by this "forecast" how
the wave's of time continue our evolutionary journey, we can
tune into the frequency that allow's us to surf our life with
ease and grace.
Living with an OPEN HEART is a prerequisite for healing the
Soul and feeling the joy like a Hummingbird, it all returns to
the HUMMINGBIRD'S medicine that emanates from the roots of the
World's Tree, inside of us.
And this perspective is just the tip of the iceberg.... Enjoy
the ah-ha of your HEART'S eternal quest.
From the Heart
Blessings, Sean Caulfield
www.theuniversalfrequency.com
seanacaul@gmail.com
Link to article on Facebook https://m.facebook.com/mayanuniversalcalendar/photos/a.4160064
88496028.1073741828.415985961831414/1304170356346299/?type=3&s
ource=48
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Part 2 - The DIAMOND LIGHT Codes of Universal TIME - Sean
Caulfield, 3 June 2017
In terms of evolution, our memory is coded by the Diamond
LIGHT of UNIVERSAL TIME, this emanates our STAR CONSCIOUSNESS
to shine sacredly. By the movement of Creation we are being
processed and condensed, pulled to our Source Center "Within",
transmuting all flaws, ever learning to coexist as One Heart
of diversity.... reflecting the LIGHT Frequency of the Divine
Universe that unify's Heaven on Earth.

3 June 2017, 4-Kan/Serpent, stabilizes the rising mature NEW
EARTH energy from "Within".... from 24 May 2017 we are going
through 18 days of the 64th Universal LIGHT cycle of the NINTH
WAVE, opens to new Divine information, transmutes the MEMORY
of immature patterns, transcend the limiting density...
MANIFEST'S THE HIGHER LIGHT FREQUENCY'S OF THE HEART, aligns
to 18 days of 10-Ix/Jaguar.
The maturity of TIME is bringing our consciousness to arrive
at the highest platform, from where the NINTH WAVE emanates...
Our SACRED common sense THOUGHT, that include the roots of the
TREE OF LIFE of humanity and all Earth's relations and
inhabitants, is ascending our collective spirit to live for
the greater good of all life, gravitationally this growth in
"""common sense""" awareness is pulling and shifting our mind
to align with our heart, we are waking up to seeing ourselves
for who we are, our Soul is starting to fully trust it's truth
by transmuting all it's immature shadows... we are able to
emanate doubtlessly, and arrive to understand the purpose of
our true destiny in terms of our Universal role on Earth...
the Source of Creation is activating a fully mature state of
multidimensional LIGHT CONSCIOUSNESS to flow through the heart
of Earth's highest self awareness, being humanity who hold the
responsibility of DIAMOND LIGHT TIME... As we surrender to
CREATION'S natural order and trust the truth of ourselves to
allow, we ascend by holding the immature reaction's "within".
We can understand that all the outer reaction's of an immature
nature cause potential conflicts. Through IGNITING THE ONE
HEART FIRE the masculine and feminine qualities "within" are
unifying, reflecting the understanding of how to live
PEACEFULLY and with a balance on EARTH. We are here to create
Earth as a PORTAL OF PEACE & LOVE... Link to page with info
about "IGNITE THE ONE HEART FIRE" global event conducted by
the San of the Kalahari https://web.facebook.com/KalahariBushmen/
The GATEWAY through which we communicate to our higher self is
the frequency of the heart that from "Within" emanates to
manifest the NINTH WAVE flawless code of Diamond LIGHT TIME.
From the Heart
Sean Caulfield - seanacaul@gmail.com
www.theuniversalfrequency.com
Link on Facebook =
https://m.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1291722877591047&id=4159
85961831414&ce

